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In recent years, our understanding of motor learning, neuroplasticity and functional recovery after the occurrence of brain lesion has grown significantly. Novel findings in basic neuroscience have provided an impetus for research in motor rehabilitation. The brain reveals a spectrum of intrinsic capacities to react as a highly dynamic system which can change the properties of its neural circuits. This brain plasticity can lead to an extreme degree of spontaneous recovery and rehabilitative training may modify and boost the neuronal plasticity processes. Animal studies have extended these findings, providing insight into a broad range of underlying molecular and physiological events. Neuroimaging studies in human patients have provided observations at the systems level that often parallel findings in animals. In general, the best recoveries are associated with the greatest return toward the normal state of brain functional organization. Reorganization of surviving central nervous system elements supports behavioral recovery, for example, through changes in interhemispheric lateralization, activity of association cortices linked to injured zones, and organization of cortical representational maps. Evidence from animal models suggests that both motor learning and cortical stimulation alter intracortical inhibitory circuits and can facilitate long-term potentiation and cortical remodeling. Current researches on the physiology and use of cortical stimulation animal models and in humans with stroke related hemiplegia are reviewed in this article. In particular, electromyography (EMG)-controlled electrical muscle stimulation improves the motor function of the hemiparetic arm and hand. A multi-channel near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) studies in which the hemoglobin levels in the brain were non-invasively and dynamically measured during functional activity found that the cerebral blood flow in the injured sensory-motor cortex area is greatest during an EMG-controlled FES session. Only a few idea is, however, known for the optimal timing of the different processes and therapeutic interventions and for their interactions in detail. Finding optimal rehabilitation paradigms requires an optimal organization of the internal processes of neural plasticity and the therapeutic interventions in accordance with defined plastic time windows. In this review the mechanisms of spontaneous plasticity after stroke and experimental interventions to enhance plasticity are summarized, with an emphasis on functional electrical stimulation therapy. (J Nippon Med Sch 2015; 82: 4-13)
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Introduction

For long time it has been believed that the hardware of the brain is exactly “hard”, that once an incident such as stroke happens, brain structures and functions are lost forever. Clinically, the most successful therapy to further enhance functional recovery is rehabilitative training. Rehabilitation as a term “to reach and maintain optimal functioning in physical, intellectual, psychological and/or social domains” (WHO. International classification of functioning disability Health ICF. Geneva: WHO; 2001) is evidence based medicine and does not exclude a specific subgroup of patients. More understanding of clinical recovery has been accompanied by a better understanding of its neurobiological basis. The improved function is associated with remodeling in remaining intact cortical structures within the brain as has been demonstrated to occur in adult mammalian animal models following brain injury. This line of research has enlightened us on...
the effects of rehabilitation training on central nervous system physiology and has led to the well-accepted principle that neural recovery is dependent on active skilled use\(^5\). It has also demonstrated cortical motor map reorganization as a result of skilled arm and hand training in primates, suggesting that similar neuroplastic mechanisms are involved in motor learning. Plasticity mechanisms include activity-dependent rewiring and synapse strengthening. The challenge for improving stroke recovery is to understand how to optimally engage and modify surviving neuronal networks, to provide new response strategies that compensate for tissue lost to injury\(^6\). Enhancing stroke recovery by facilitating brain plasticity with the direct application of a physical modality to the cerebral cortex is a relatively new area of investigation in rehabilitation and neuroscience.

**Brain Plasticity and Rehabilitation in Animals**

Takatsu et al. showed that novel neuronal circuits mediating the response to sensory vibratory stimulation of the impaired limbs developed in the intact somatosensory cortex over the first weeks after focal infarction and became established by 4 weeks by using current source density analysis technique\(^7\). F-MRI studies concentrating on the affected upper limb in rats have described a shift in laterality of activation after stroke such that early after stroke, brain activation during affected paw stimulation is mainly in the contralesional cortex, later after stroke activity shifts toward the normal pattern, that is, the ipsilesional cortex\(^8\) found that the larger the ischemic insult the stronger the activity in the contralesional M1 (primary motor cortex). In accordance with human studies van Meer et al.\(^9\) could show that functional recovery after middle cerebral artery occlusion in rats was correlated with the extent of preservation or restoration of the ipsilesional corticospinal tract in combination with reinstatement of inter-hemispheric neuronal signal synchronization and normalization of focal network organization. Using different tracing techniques\(^10\), could show which neurons take over when functional map shifts occur: if the forelimb M1 in rats was destroyed, neurons in the hindlimb area took over to enable functional recovery of the forelimbs. This functional shift was based on sprouting of new axon branches from hindlimb corticospinal fibers into the cervical spinal cord, followed by retraction of the original lumbar projecting axon and thus a conversion of a hindlimb into a forelimb projecting neuron. The most significant gains in the recovery of forelimb reaching ability were achieved when rehabilitation was initiated early, (i.e., 5 days) after stroke as compared to 14 and 30 days after stroke. Recovery was associated with increased dendritic branching of layer V M1 neurons in the unlesioned hemisphere—a response that was not detected when rehabilitation was delayed by 30 days\(^11\). Wahl et al.\(^12\) showed nearly full recovery of skilled forelimb functions in rats with large strokes when a growth-promoting immunotherapy against a neurite growth-inhibitory protein was applied to boost the sprouting of new fibers, before stabilizing the newly formed circuits by intensive training. In contrast, early high-intensity training during the growth phase destroyed the effect and led to aberrant fiber patterns. Pharmacogenetic experiments identified a subset of corticospinal fibers originating in the intact half of the forebrain, side-switching in the spinal cord to newly innervate the impaired limb and restore skilled motor function\(^13\). They suggested the presence of critical time windows during which the brain is most responsive to the application of growth-promoting agents and to training-dependent plasticity\(^14\).

Serial functional MRI (fMRI) studies examining the affected upper limb in rats have described a shift in laterality of activation after stroke such that early after stroke, brain activation during affected paw stimulation is mainly ipsilateral, that is, in the contralesional sensorimotor cortex; later after stroke, activity shifts toward the normal pattern, being contralateral, that is, in the ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex\(^15\). Van Meer et al.\(^16\) advocated the four points about brain plasticity after stroke: (1) improvement of sensorimotor function correlates with restoration of interhemispheric functional connectivity and normalization of network configuration of the bilateral sensorimotor cortex, (2) gradual recovery of sensorimotor function after a large stroke correlates with increased structural integrity of the ipsilesional corticospinal tract, (3) restoration of inter-hemispheric functional connectivity between bilateral sensorimotor cortices is associated with unilateral improvement of structural integrity of the ipsilesional corticospinal tract, and (4) good functional outcome is linked with preserved or repaired structural integrity within the ipsilesional corticospinal tract.

Other changes can arise in injured areas distant from stroke, including diachisis. Diachisis refers to reduced activity, typically measured by blood flow and/or metabolism, in uninjured brain areas that have rich connections with injured brain areas\(^17\). In some studies, behavioral recovery is related to resolution of diachisis, that is,
restoration of brain activity in these uninjured areas that are distant from, but connected to, the site of infarct\textsuperscript{16-19}. Post infarct rehabilitative training rapidly improves motor performance and movement quality after an ischemic infarct in motor cortex. However, training-induced motor improvements are not reflected in spared motor maps until substantially later, suggesting that early motor training after stroke can help shape the evolving post-stroke neural network\textsuperscript{20}.

**Brain Plasticity and Rehabilitation in Humans**

**Brain Plasticity Revealed by Functional Neuroimaging**

Recent advances in functional imaging of human brain activity in stroke patients, ( positron emission tomographic (PET) and fMRI), reveal that cortical hemisphere contralateral to the infarction lesion plays an important role in this recovery process\textsuperscript{21,22}. There is also clinical evidence showing that the post ischemic reorganization occurring in somatosensory system of the contralateral (intact) hemisphere plays an important role for compensation for impaired functions\textsuperscript{23}. The underlying mechanism of this compensation occurring in the intact hemisphere is important for optimizing the functional recovery of human stroke patients\textsuperscript{24}. The brain, including the motor system, learns by repetition and training. Many basic mechanisms, however, are still poorly understood, and rehabilitative training is largely evidence-based medicine\textsuperscript{25}. Nevertheless there are no generally accepted guidelines and no definite recommendations concerning the timing, kind and intensity of stroke rehabilitation\textsuperscript{26}. Stroke recovery is a complex process that probably occurs through a combination of restoration, substitution and compensation of functions. That is why it has been also difficult to translate results from rehabilitative studies in animals to recommendations for rehabilitative schedules in human stroke patients. A majority of clinical studies has been conducted in chronic stroke patients (>6 months after the stroke) as recruitment of these patients was easier and baseline performance had stabilized\textsuperscript{27}. These circumstances lead to functional outcome measurements probably gained largely from compensatory techniques to improve skills for daily living. The time courses of motor recovery differ among animal and human studies: While recovery in rodent models reaches the maximum around 4 weeks after stroke, human stroke survivors complete most of their recovery within 3 months\textsuperscript{28-29}. NIRS could be used to predict the potential for clinical improvement in chronic stroke patients. It is also the first to demonstrate the complementary nature of neurophysiological and imaging techniques with NIRS in the prediction of functional potential and clinical outcomes. These findings have implications for clinical decision-making. Evaluation of brain function, using a combination of neurophysiological measures and imaging, can inform the setting of therapeutic effectiveness and the selection of patients for particular rehabilitation programs. This may lead to the conceptualization of rehabilitation strategies that are designed to maximally enhance rehabilitation through tailoring to individual patient deficits. Rehabilitation strategies may now be designed and optimized by employing methods to synchronize functional training of brain regions undergoing neural plasticity. However, a larger sample size, longer duration of training, or a restricted inclusion of stroke location and volume may be needed to demonstrate a difference between individually tailored rehabilitation programs and generic rehabilitation programs in efficacy in producing behavioral changes. Therapeutic approaches which directly stimulate the peripheral nerve system or central nerve system electrically or by magnetic pulses may enhance neuroplasticity during post-stroke rehabilitation\textsuperscript{30}. Several studies showed that an increase of the excitability in the stroke-affected ipsilesional M1 by electrical devices resulted in improved motor outcome\textsuperscript{31-33}. The mechanisms of action of these techniques are under investigation but might involve changes in synaptic activity, gene expression and increases in neurotransmitter, receptor and neurotrophin levels\textsuperscript{34} or even enhanced fiber sprouting\textsuperscript{35}. A study of patients with stroke who had reached a plateau in motor recovery found that the volume of primary sensorimotor cortex activation in the ipsilesional hemisphere during affected hand movement was related to the level of behavioral recovery\textsuperscript{36}.

**Three Major Phases of Stroke Reaction and Repair**\textsuperscript{37}

Neuronal reorganization and plasticity that follow stroke begin in the very early stages, continue for several weeks, and involve brain regions distant to the affected site. Imaging studies (PET, EEG and fMRI) have revealed widespread changes in patterns of brain activation during simple movements of the affected hand after stroke; these alterations evolve over a timescale that is consistent with a gradual reorganization of the sensorimotor system.

1. The acute reaction to the injury and takes place in the initial hours when modifications become apparent in blood flow, edema, metabolism and inflammation.

2. A repair related epoch starts in the first days post...
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Fig. 1 Physiological recovery mechanism of hemiparesis.

Non-affected side motor related area facilitation induce the hemiparesis improvement at acute recovery phase21. Non-affected side motor related area cortex activity decreased at half and one year after stroke onset39. Finally affected side motor related area cortex activity increase is important for recovery. (SMA; supplementary motor area, PM; premotor area, M1; primary motor area)

stroke and is on-going for several weeks. During this epoch spontaneous recovery is seen and endogenous repair related events reach their peak levels.

3. The third epoch begins weeks to months after stroke when spontaneous recovery has reached a plateau and represents a stable but still modifiable chronic phase.

Forms of Reaction to Stroke in Areas Which before Stroke Formed a Distributed Network

For remodeling and recruitment of areas three main forms of reorganization have been described: (1) increased cortical excitability in cortical regions distant from, but connected to the stroke core; (2) reduced lateralized activation; and (3) somatotopic modifications within intact cortical regions25.

1. Increased functional activity occurs in several cortical areas which include motor, language, attention and visual functions23,34,35. Widespread areas of cortical hyperactivity appear days after stroke and diminish within months post incident36.

2. Reduced lateralized activation reflects the increased activity in the contralesional hemisphere, which reduces the extent of interhemispheric balance as demonstrated in many stroke studies27,28. A subtype of the described increased activity as described in the first form or a passive event reflecting a reduced interhemispheric inhibition resulting from the stroke. Both phenomena, increased cortical excitability and reduced laterality, are related to spontaneous functional recovery35. Both are time dependent, increasing in the early weeks after stroke and decreasing over months thereafter. This decrease is greater among stroke patients with stronger functional recovery while the persistent increased activity over both hemispheres is greatest in those patients with the poorest outcome32,39.

3. Somatotopic reorganization which implies that intact cortical regions—in particular within the perinfarct area—reassign their functions which they subserved before stroke and take over function, which have been affected or lost by the ischemic event. Some studies suggest that the largest degree of somatotopic reorganization is associated with very large stroke injuries33. Such map shifts occur in primary and secondary cortical areas40.

The schema of physiological recovery mechanism of hemiparesis in strokes is showed in Figure 1.

NIBS in Neuro-rehabilitation

Cortical brain stimulation is a novel technology that may show promise for improving motor recovery in the affected upper limb of stroke survivors most probably when it is combined with intense motor relearning. The idea of using magnetic or electrical stimulation to facilitate neural reorganization may be new, but the concepts have their origins in the very basic science techniques that have been used to understand neuroplasticity.

TMS and Connectivity

Facilitatory stimulation of ipsilesional M1 increases M1-supplementary motor area functional connectivity while inhibitory stimulation of contralesional M1 decreases contralesional but strengthens ipsilesional connectivity—a pattern that is associated with improved motor performance36,41. Additionally, stimulation of regions other than M1 also induces substantial connectivity changes in inter-connected brain regions.

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) applied over a specific region induces distant effects on network connectivity, which may conceivably impact behavior. Modulation of distant neural regions via location-specific
Increased cerebral blood flow in the sensory-motor cortex area on the injured side during EMG-FES session compared to simple active movement or simple electrical stimulation in a NIRS study to non-invasively and dynamically measure hemoglobin levels in the brain during functional activity. (ECRL; extensor carpi radialis longs, VOL; voluntary movement, ES; electrical stimulation, FES; EMG-controlled FES).

Fig. 2  NIRS wave-form at rt. SMC area (cerebral infarction 57 years old female with lt. hemiparesis)\textsuperscript{65}

stimulation holds intriguing possibilities. However, caution is urged when interpreting these preliminary results, since within this handful of studies, there is great variability in the experimental designs used (e.g., in the stimulation montage, period of stimulation, recording method, time of recording, type of analysis performed). In addition, there is significant inter-individual variability in results depending on the state of the subject’s or network’s activity (state-dependency), and the task performed.

Given these neuroimaging patterns after stroke, it has been proposed that upregulation of activity in the ipsilesional M1 or downregulation in the contralesional M1 might contribute to improved motor control\textsuperscript{42}. Numerous proof of principle studies have now been done with some reporting that increasing excitability in ipsilesional M1 through high frequency repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) or anodal tDCS may yield improvements in motor performance or motor learning in healthy subjects\textsuperscript{45-46} and small clinical studies have demonstrated modest, yet variable, improvements in individuals with stroke\textsuperscript{45-46}. Importantly for rehabilitation, it has been proposed that some of these changes outlast the period of stimulation\textsuperscript{50,51}. Similarly, downregulating excitability in the contralesional motor cortex in chronic stroke patients was also associated with improvements in motor function, along with increased cortical motor excitability in the ipsilesional M1 and decreased cortical excitability in the contralesional M1\textsuperscript{52-54}. Consistently, low frequency rTMS or cathodal tDCS applied to downregulate excitability in the contralesional hemisphere resulted in motor gains. When applied for this purpose, single sessions of 10–25 min of rTMS over the contralesional M1 were reported to induce improvements in movement kinematics\textsuperscript{52,53-59}.

Role of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) in Brain Plasticity\textsuperscript{60}

FES is able to change axonal conduction velocities, axonal growth, and the myelination of peripheral nerves\textsuperscript{61}. But the role of FES in the plasticity of the central nervous system (CNS) remains unclear. FES did not lead to acute neuroprotective events, highlighting the importance of cortical plasticity in the adjacent preserved regions of the ipsilateral cortex and its influence on behavioral motor recovery in rats\textsuperscript{62}. Previous animal and clinical studies...
support the hypothesis that therapies that temporally link motor output and sensory feedback from the affected limb may facilitate neuroplastic changes leading to motor recovery. The Hebbian mechanisms believed to underlie activity dependent cortical reorganization suggest that rehabilitation therapies that repeatedly generate synchronous presynaptic and postsynaptic neural activity along motor and sensory pathways might facilitate synaptic remodeling, leading to neural reorganization and motor recovery. FES maximizes the motor output (peripheral efferent activation) and corresponding muscle and joint proprioceptive feedback (afferent activation) that are tightly coupled and coordinated with movement by FES.

There has been no study of brain activity during a therapeutic FES intervention because electrical stimulation obstructs assessment of brain activity via fMRI, single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and PET and a usual FES intervention is difficult under those functional neuroimaging condition. However, NIRS is a recently developed neuroimaging methodology that is not influenced by electrical stimulation, and thus can be used to assess brain activity during FES in the rehabilitation room. The advantages of NIRS include its non-invasiveness, portability, the natural setting of the examination, low running cost and high sensitivity. NIRS measures changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration that have been shown to correspond to regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) and are thus interpreted as reflecting cortical activation. Hara Y et al. examined the effects of electromyography (EMG)-controlled FES (EMG-FES) which induces greater muscle contraction by electrical stimulation in proportion to the integrated picked up EMG signal on cortical perfusion. There was an increase in the spatial extent of activation in the sensory motor cortex (SMC) in stroke patients during and after the EMG-FES therapy. Figure 2 shows a typical NIRS wave-form in the ipsilesional SMC from a 57 years old female stroke patient. There was more Oxy-Hb concentration in the ipsilesional SMC during EMG-FES than during voluntary movement only. Oxy-Hb concentration levels in the SMC area were very low during simple electrical stimulation without voluntary movement. Prior to EMG-FES treatment, most subjects showed dominant perfusion in the contralesional SMC (Fig. 3a). After EMG-FES treatment, the SMC with dominant perfusion tended to change to the ipsilesional side (Fig. 3b); however, this was variable across subjects. In a few sub-
Fig. 4 Correlation between the FM score increase and laterality index change (active motion before and after EMG-FES rehabilitation) in SMC. (n=12) LI change (VOL LI before and after EMG-FES) for SMC showed mildly strong positive correlation with FM score change (FM score before and after 5 months EMG-FES therapy). Trend line includes the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient and P value. 12 subjects showed the dominant perfusion at the unaffected side of SMC during active paretic finger movement. Their bilateral cortical activity was strongly lateralized towards the ipsilesional hemisphere during EMG-FES. A greater improvement in FM score was associated with a larger increase in affected side SMC. Only patients with a large increase in SMC activation showed a significant improvement in the FM score, whereas those with less SMC activation increase had less functional benefit. (FM score; Fugle Myer score, LI; Laterality Index, VOL; Voluntary movement)
the view that recovery from hemiparetic stroke depends on the recruitment of alternative systems even in the affected hemisphere\textsuperscript{6}. However, as observed previously in individual patients\textsuperscript{6}, there were large inter-individual differences in cortical activity related to movement of the affected hand. These differences were probably due to differences in lesion location and extent, differences in performance, and possibly differences in functional ability\textsuperscript{7}. Patients with excellent recovery of motor function after stroke activate the primary motor and premotor cortices bilaterally when executing a task with the affected hand\textsuperscript{7}. Lewinski et al.\textsuperscript{7} reported that clinical improvement was accompanied by an increase in ipsilesional SMC activation, as revealed by fMRI, and enhanced intracortical facilitation, as revealed by paired transcranial magnetic stimulation. Our study\textsuperscript{7} was therefore in accordance with previous reports\textsuperscript{7}, and support the notion that EMG-FES is more effective for increasing activation of the ipsilesional SMC in patients with severe to moderate motor impairment than active voluntary motion and simple electrical stimulation. The fact that the degree of clinical improvement after treatment with EMG-FES was paralleled by changes in cortical activation supports the assumption that treatment-driven clinical improvements in chronic stroke patients are directly related to a reorganization at the cortical level, as previously reported\textsuperscript{7,72}. Stinear et al.\textsuperscript{77} reported that meaningful functional improvements can occur after 1 month of rehabilitation performed within the first 3 years after stroke, a considerably longer interval than commonly accepted. Our study showed that the functional improvement in chronic stroke patients is possible after 5 months of EMG-FES rehabilitation. Bhatt et al.\textsuperscript{78} reported that finger tracking combined with electrical stimulation may have more influence on brain reorganization than either treatment alone. As EMG-FES is a similar functional intervention to finger tracking combined with electrical stimulation, this novel FES intervention may have a more facilitative effect on brain activation than voluntary motion and simple electrical stimulation. The motor output and corresponding muscle and joint proprioceptive feedback may be tightly coupled and coordinated with movement by EMG-FES.

Future Directions or Designing Optimal Neuro-rehabilitation

The presence of critical time windows for the application of growth and plasticity promoting agents and of training-dependent plasticity suggests that careful consideration of rehabilitation onset times, tailored training to the type and extent of stroke and the patient’s history are required. Selection and stabilization of newly formed functional connections by rehabilitative training. An important point is that compensation also occurs during the post stroke sensitive period and is also mediated by plastic changes in peri-infarct cortex and other cortical area\textsuperscript{6}. There is a unique milieu of enhanced plasticity for 1–3 months after ischemic stroke, and that within this time window both spontaneous and intervention-mediated recovery from impairment is maximal\textsuperscript{8}.

In the last step of recovery that is based mainly on rehabilitative training the spared and the new circuitry of the CNS is shaped by selection and stabilization of functional connections and pruning of the non-functional ones. Hebbian learning rules might play a crucial role in this step in the sense that Hebbian plasticity mechanisms redistribute synaptic strength to favor the wiring of pathways that are coincidently active\textsuperscript{9}.
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